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Beskar phone case

'The Mandalorian' Inspired Beskar Steel Phone cases are now available. Fans of The Mandalorian at Disney+ have been clamoring for merchandise from the series, especially, we previously reported on Beskar Steel Phone Cases is a popular in-demand product that few outlets were providing. Until now. Recently,
Redbubble has begun to feature the popular element for iPhones and Android phones in varying designs. Most cases are priced between $21 to $28 dollars for different styles and designs. You can order one for yourself by clicking here for the iPhone and clicking HERE for Android. Photo Credit: Lucasfilm/Disney + What
other items would you like to see from 'The Mandalorian'? Did you know that Disney and Build-A-Bear Workshop have partnered to create a Baby Yoda Build-A-Bear? We'd love to hear your thoughts in the comments. Be sure to check back here at Chip and Co for all things Star Wars! Featured Photo Credit: Redbubble
This site contains affiliate links to products. We may receive a commission for purchases made through these links. Also as an Amazon Associate, I earn from qualifying purchases. Disney+ Star Wars series The Mandalorian is a merchandising gold mine, though Disney has been slow to take advantage of it. Baby Yoda
delay is the most glaring problem, but it's not the only missed opportunity. For example, fans have been clamoring for Beskar steel (aka Mandalorian steel) iPhone and Android cases. The steel is worn as armor by Pedro Pascal's The Mandalorian character, melted down from the ingots offered by The Client (Werner
Herzog). Cropped steel is legendary for being one of the toughest and rarest metals in the galaxy. Of course, when there is a high demand for merchandise but no official options, unofficial opportunities swoop in to fill the void. This is the case here, with many listings popping up for both iPhones and Samsung devices on
Redbubble. Prices are affordable ($21-$25) and based on the product images, they look pretty amazing. Please note that the pattern is also available on everything from shower curtains to bed thinner. Star Wars: Mandalorian follows Pedro Pascal as the titular bounty hunter who travels the outer reaches of the lawless
galaxy that survives as a mercenary-for-hire. The cast also includes Gina Carano, Carl Weathers, Giancarlo Esposito, Nick Nolte, Omid Abtahi, Emily Swallow, Werner Herzog, Ming-Na Wen, and Taika Waititi as the voice of IG-11. Star Wars: Mandalorian is expected to have a season two at Disney+. In addition to The
Mandalorian, other upcoming Star Wars series will include a show that stars Ewan McGregor as Obi-Wan Kenobi and a prequel to Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, which is set to feature Diego Luna as Cassian Andor and Alan Tudyk as K-2SO. The first season of Star Wars: The Mandalorian is to stream on Disney+. If
you haven't signed up for Disney+ Disney+ you can try it here.0commentsNote: This is not a sponsored post, but if you buy one of the amazing products featured here, we can earn a small commission from the retailer. Thank you for your support. [h/t Geeks are sexy] Credit: Redbubble Disney + Original series, The
Mandalorian, has been handing out some amazing and unique merchandise. Disney was slow to take advantage of merchandise, especially featuring Baby Yoda. According to CNBC, The Child wasn't at the first merchandise launch for The Mandalorian because showrunners Jon Favreau and Dave Filoni wanted to
avoid spoilers. But other outlets have been creating merchandise themed around Mandalorian and now Redbubble is jumping on the bandwagon. Related: Coming soon: More Funko POPs from The Mandalorian Credit: Redbubble Company just released Beskar steel (also known as Mandalorian steel) iPhone and
Android cases! If you are not aware, the steel is worn as armor of Pedro Pascal's The Mandalorian character. Cropped steel is known to be one of the rarest and toughest metals in the galaxy. There are a few different options on Redbubble, including both iPhone and Android sizes. Prices range from $21-$25. Related:
BABY YODA merchandise now available at shopDisney! Let's take a closer look at some of the options: Black/Silver Swirl Beskar Steel iPhone Case &amp; Cover Credit: Redbubble You can get this Mandalorian case and cover here. Black/Silver Zebra Beskar Steel Ingot iPhone Case &amp; Cover Credit: Redbubble
You can get this Mandalorian case and cover here. Black and White Zebra Beskar Steel Ingot – Simple Version iPhone Case &amp; Cover Credit: Redbubble You can get this Mandalorian case and cover here. Mandalorian Beskar Armor iPhone Case &amp; Cover Credit: Redbubble You can get this Mandalorian case
and cover here. White Designed Beskar iPhone Case &amp; Cover Credit: Redbubble You can get this Mandalorian case and cover here. There are quite a few different options to choose from. Just head on over to Redbubble.com to see the entire new Cut steel phone case line. Mandalorian can be streamed on
Disney's streaming service, Disney+. If you're not yet signed up for the streaming service, you can subscribe here. Want one of these new Cut steel phone cases? Let us know which one you would get in the comments. Source: Redbubble Please note that Geeks are Sexy can get a small commission from qualifying
purchases made through our posts. The first thing I thought when I first saw Beskar steel ingots in The Mandalorian was that they would make awesome phone cases, and seeing a creative artist over at Etsy has created its own versions for Samsung, Apple and Google smartphones. Be sure to check out the selection
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